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Hari Sridhar research in translation

Recovery of Lakshadweep’s
coral reef fish

In keeping with tradition, our second issue of the year is on marine conservation.
This time, we focus on marine protected areas (MPAs) which have become an increasingly prominent instrument of marine conservation around the world. In fact,
in 2005, a body of the UN Convention on Biological Diversity set a global target that
10% of the world’s coastal and marine areas were to be formally part of protected
areas by 2012. Of course, by 2010, only about 1 % of these habitats were protected
and the deadline was extended to 2020. One of the strategies to meet these targets
has been the declaration of very large marine protected areas, over 100,000 km2 in
size. Noella Gray and her co-authors examine the human dimensions of these MPAs
and suggest that it is necessary to understand the governance and politics of these
parks in order for them to be successful.

1998 was a terrible year for coral reefs. Abnormally high sea-surface temperatures led to large-scale
bleaching of corals around the world. The oceans
lost over 15% of its coral cover and some countries
—Maldives for example—as high as 90%. Indian
waters, too, were affected: around the Lakshadweep islands, coral cover was reduced to 5-10%.

Like terrestrial protected areas, many of these MPAs are exclusionary and have
come under a great deal of criticism for their impacts on human livelihoods. Aarthi
Sridhar examines the history of the establishment of marine parks in India, with
examples from Odisha and the Gulf of Mannar in Tamil Nadu. Michelle Voyer
provides a case study from the Batemans Marine Park in Australia, highlighting the
differences in perspective of the different stakeholders involved. In our Perspective
section, Arian Wallach gives us an outsider’s view of wildlife tolerance in India. And
finally, Caitlin Kight reviews a book series on sharks by Zachary Webb Nicholls (aka
Dr Jaws), a ‘hybridist author’ who combines art, science and fiction to tell his stories.
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But this extreme weather event also had a silver
lining: it provided scientists with a rare opportunity to answer to an important question—how is
a biological community assembled from scratch?
Most of the time, the answer involves much guesswork and uncertainty because it is based on reconstruction of past events that scientists weren’t
direct witness to. In this case, however, they could
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document the process of community assembly as it
unfolded. This is exactly what Arthur and his colleagues from India and Spain did, in the bleached
reefs around the Lakshadweep islands. Through
careful and regular monitoring spanning 15 years
following the 1998 event, the team painted a
detailed picture of the recovery of Lakshadweep’s
coral reef fish. A picture that is, unfortunately, not
pretty.
Arthur and his team classified fish species into
feeding types—starting with algal feeders and
working their way up the trophic levels to top
predators that feed on other fish—and examined
how each type fared in the recovery process. They
found a clear and striking pattern of trophic downgrading: fish of higher trophic levels
were much more likely to go extinct than
those of lower trophic levels. We knew,
earlier, that human activities in the
oceans, such as targeted fisheries, can
cause downgrading. Now, through the
work of Arthur and his team, we know
that natural disturbances can also result
in similar downgrading. These results
are especially significant and worrying
given that most of the world’s coral reefs
are subject to both human and natural
disturbances—a double whammy for
coral reef top predators.
Alonso D, A PinyolGallem, T Alcoverro
and R Arthur. 2015. Fish community
reassembly after a coral mass mortality:
higher trophic groups are subject to
increased rates of extinction, Ecology Letters, 18: 451–461 DOI: 10.1111/
ele.12426.
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Marine parks in India –
a case for maritime
environmentalism

The smell of leaves could have
helped Nemo find home

Clownfish usually live in coral reefs close to rainforest-inhabited islands. Dixson and colleagues
decided to find out whether odours of the islands
and their surroundings might serve as cues for
the clownfish. They chose anemones- the mutualistic partners of clownfish, and rainforest leaves
from the island as potential cues. They put young
clownfish in the middle of an experimental chamber which had plain sea water on one side and sea
water treated with the scent of either anemones
or rainforest leaves, on the other. The treated sea
water had been allowed to stand with anemones
or rainforest leaves before they were removed, so
that it was their smell that the fish would respond
to. Spending a large chunk of time on one side of
the chamber indicated that the clownfish preferred
the water on that side.
The clownfish’s choices were clear: it preferred
water laced with the smell of sea anemones and
rainforest leaves. Given that leaves are likely to
float fairly large distances away from the reef,
clownfish larvae might be using use their smell to
orient towards islands; once they get close they
might be using the smell of anemones to home in.
More importantly, these smells allow the clownfish to distinguish between reefs without islands
and reefs near rainforest-inhabited islands, as it is
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only in the latter that they will find other clownfish and their mutualistic partners, the anemones.

Conservation dichotomies

I wonder, if the makers of Finding Nemo were
aware of this, would the movie have turned out
differently?

Conservation stories often encourage an imagination of conservation as a simple exercise in moral
dualism – choosing good over bad. It is this facile
type-casting and posturing that paves the path for
contentious interventions. The central environmental formulations of the Indian state also rely
on such dichotomies. These laws largely pertain to
terrestrial landscapes and were shaped by colonial
practices and western ideologies of wilderness. A
characteristic theme underlying these ideas is the
separation of ‘conservation’ and ‘development’
as two antagonistic ambitions, thereby creating a
wedge between nature and humans. All this is orchestrated by a bureaucratic machinery exclusively
mandated to sort ‘right’ from ‘wrong’.

Dixson DL, GP Jones, PL Munday, S Planes, MS
Pratchett, M Srinivasan and SR Thorrold. 2008.
Coral reef fish smell leaves to find island homes.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London B:
Biological Sciences, 275(1653), 2831-2839.
Anisha Jayadevan is doing her MSc in Wildlife
Biology and Conservation at the National Centre
for Biological Sciences, Bangalore, deliriousdandelion@gmail.com.

Our post-independence attempts at legislating
on matters of the environment have significantly
contributed to this conservation-development dichotomy. Although there are other laws governing
natural resource use such as agriculture, fisheries
and revenue laws, with equally significant environmental implications, the attention of conservationists has remained focused on the specialised
legislations, namely the Wild Life Protection Act
(WLPA), 1972, the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980
and more recently the Environment (Protection)
Act, 1986.

Umeed Mistry

F

or many coral reef fish, life in the sea
begins by drifting in the vast oceans
as larvae, till they find a suitable place
to settle down. Some find their way
back to where their journey began.
For others, welcoming homes with high chances
of survival are hundreds of kilometres away from
their place of birth. What is intriguing is how
these larvae, who do not have maps to guide them,
find their way around. In a study conducted in
Papua New Guinea and published in 2008, authors Danielle Dixson and colleagues found that
clownfish use the smell of leaves and anemones to
find suitable homes.

The economic reforms process undertaken by the
government since 1991 began waging a quiet war
against any environmentalism that stymied industrial development. The march towards a full-blown
neoliberal era saw a new response to rules on
nature. In cases where laws like the Environment
(Protection) Act and the Forest (Conservation)
Act slowed down industrial expansion, these rules
were branded as ‘anti-development’.

The result is that our environmental governance is
now a fractured and often unjust enterprise. Conservationists focus mostly on wildlife laws, desperately protective of the approximately 5% of India’s
land designated as protected areas. Meanwhile,
environmentalists complain that the remaining
laws originally meant to regulate industries end up
eventually leading industry into biodiversity rich
areas under the pretext of ‘reformed’ clearance
procedures.
This post-independence rule-making of the state
in terrestrial areas left resource-dependent marginalised communities vulnerable. They now suffer
the double jeopardy of losing on the one hand to
powerful industrial lobbies in a regulatory mirage,
and on the other to conservation schemes which
isolate them from their environments. With more
such conservation and (industrial) development
attention trained on coastal and marine spaces
where other environmentalisms operate, the numbers alienated from such an approach can only
swell further.

Small-scale fisheries in Odisha - collective based livelihoods
currentconservation.org 05
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A characteristic theme underlying these ideas is the separation of
‘conservation’ and ‘development’ as two antagonistic ambitions,
thereby creating a wedge between nature and humans. All this is
orchestrated by a bureaucratic machinery exclusively mandated
to sort ‘right’ from ‘wrong’.
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Spillover conservation
The most popular terrestrial wildlife conservation approach has been the declaration of Protected Areas (PA) and the listing of wild species
on protected lists, both facilitated by the Wild Life
(Protection) Act (WLPA), 1972. A new category
– community reserves – was introduced in 2003,
but few community reserves have been declared.
Most PAs are either designated as National Parks
or Wildlife Sanctuaries which aim at prohibiting
to the extent possible, local human presence and
use of resources within their boundaries.
The WLPA is drafted on the singular idea that
physically separating humans from wildlife is the
appropriate approach to all conservation challenges. The history of wildlife protection through
bounded spaces and closed areas is found even
in ancient India and was nested in a utilitarian
perspective where the priority was to reserve areas
for maintaining stocks of big game or draught
animals for the future use and enjoyment of
the royals, although there was also evidence of
preserving nature for ‘its own sake’ during this
period. A distinct elitist preservationist view of
nature occurred in the post-independence period
which persists in existing conservation ideology.
This law therefore does not offer much of a conservation plan beyond penalties and punishments
for human intrusion into PAs and illegal use of
protected species. Human-wildlife interactions,
socio-ecological institutions, organisations and
phenomena and even simple dependence regimes
are given short shrift in this law.

Meanwhile, international attention, investment
and intervention on marine conservation goals is
gaining in priority and India too is compelled to
prove her track record in this direction. In practice, however, the terrestrial conservation totems
appear to have spilt over to the marine realm, as
national and international conservation organisations look towards fortress conservation models to
provide solutions to marine challenges. The government’s weakness for resorting to the concept
of marine protected areas (MPA) under the WLPA
(virtually no-take zones) needs an honest audit
as reports of conflict over these styles of marine
conservation pour in.

A distinct elitist preservationist view of nature occurred in
the post-independence period
which persists in existing
conservation ideology.
The rigidity of the exclusionist approach in terrestrial area management, specifically through
the narrow options offered by the terrestrially
oriented WLPA, stands in stark contrast to the
context-specific methods that could be applied
such as certain local practices of small scale fisher
communities. These include fishing gear modifications, craft regulations, spatial and temporal
regulations like fishing zones and seasonal bans.
The distinction between terrestrial and marine
social-ecological systems requires context-specific
treatments or environmentalisms.

as night fishing or dynamite fishing. In the late
1970s, modern fishing methods threatened the
livelihoods of these communities and coastal ecosystems, as mechanised craft and gear, principally
bottom-trawlers, severely impacted fishing stocks.
By the early 1980s, many coastal states in India
had responded by introducing fisheries legislation
(Marine Fisheries (Regulation) Acts) to safeguard
the interests of artisanal fishers through a framework of spatial-temporal fishing regulations. For
example, the Orissa Marine Fisheries (Regulation)
Act (OMFRA), 1982, prohibits mechanised fishing
vessels like trawlers from fishing within five kilometres of the shore. In recent years the state has
also regulated the use of certain fishing gears and
fishing zones that permits only low impact fishing
practices in areas where sea turtle congregate to
breed.
These laws are not designed to exclude people
from their marine environments. It appears that
these conservation measures also recognise that
humans have historically ‘used’ or consumed
marine species. Thus, fisheries management,
while prescribing conservation options that allow
for the presence of humans and human activity,
also call for modifications in the range, intensity
and nature of fishing activity. For example, in
Gujarat, the fisheries regulations prescribe prohi-

The failure of terrestrial totems

Podampetta fishing hamlet by the Kantiagarh village

Far more densely inhabited than most forests, the
coasts are used by numerous fishing communities concurrently. Traditional community-based
systems of fisheries management include fishing gear restrictions, closed seasons in specific
areas, or bans on particular forms of fishing such
Beach landing at Gopalpur, southern Odisha
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bitions on the catch of gravid lobsters. The Tamil
Nadu fisheries laws prescribe rules on species of
shanks that can be harvested and their size.
Despite this, the system of declaring MPAs and
implementing these through state forest departments has dominated marine conservation in
India. In reality, the environment ministry’s
response to demands for marine management has
been to create a conservation mechanism identical to the terrestrial PAs as seen in the five major
MPAs in the country: the Gahirmatha Wildlife
Santuary in Orissa, the Gulf of Kutch Marine
National Park in Gujarat, Gulf of Mannar National
Park in Tamil Nadu, and the Mahatma Gandhi
National Park and Rani Jhansi National Park in
the Andaman group of islands.
In response, fishing communities have objected
to the complete ban on human presence in these
formerly open access areas, the specific contours of the conflicts depending on the intensity
with which these bans have been enforced. The
example of Orissa is apt here. For the last two
decades, conservationists have been trying in vain
to reduce the large scale mortality (> 100,000 in
the last ten years) of olive ridley turtles in trawl
fishing nets. National and international efforts to
introduce turtle excluder devices and keep trawlers out of the Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary have

feature Aarthi Sridhar
failed, in part due to the strong resistance from
the trawling community. The 1997 declaration
of the Gahirmatha Marine Sanctuary generated
considerable discontent among various fishing
communities, as it denied them all fishing rights
within a delineated core zone. Some conservationists revised their ideas to focus efforts on the
protection of offshore reproductive congregations
of mating turtles. They also recognise that within
these areas, certain forms of fishing might be
benign.
Despite the protests against the declaration of
additional MPAs in Orissa, the Orissa Forest
Department has been reluctant to abandon its
plans to declare the other two known offshore
congregation areas – the Devi and the Rushikulya rookeries (the only other known mass nesting
sites in the country) – as marine wildlife sanctuaries. This would impinge on the rights of even
the non-mechanised sector rather than simply
restrict harmful fishing activities. Ironically, since
most major turtle congregations occur within a
few kilometres of the shore, merely enforcing the
fishing regulations of the OMFRA, which bans all
mechanised fishing within five km of the coast,
would help in effectively conserving these turtle
populations and also safeguard the interests of the
artisanal sector. In contrast to laws governing protected areas, the OMFRA also has the flexibility to
formulate creative rules that are area, activity and
time specific.
In addition to being unable to adequately protect
marine species themselves, MPAs as envisaged
and operated through the WLPA, fail on another
count. Since the focus remains on protecting the
habitats within boundaries, the law is simply unresponsive to development threats that originate
outside the boundaries of the MPAs. All the MPAs
of the country have some experience of this.
Take the example of the Gulf of Mannar Marine
National Park (GoMNP). This MPA (measuring
about 560 sq km, including 21 islands and their
surrounding waters) lies in the core area of the
ecologically sensitive Gulf of Mannar Biosphere
Reserve measuring 10,500 sq km. Yet all efforts
of protection are concentrated only in the islands
of the GoMNP. The Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar
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are considered as distinct water bodies with varied
conditions, seasonal cycles and oceanic parameters, although they are linked to each other via
Adams bridge and the Pamban Pass. The seagrass
beds and coral reefs in the Palk Bay and other
areas of the Gulf of Mannar Biosphere Reserve
make this region as fragile and important as the
GoMNP. However, since these remaining regions
of the biosphere reserve or the Palk Bay (which is
home to a number of protected scheduled species such as sea fans, sponges, sea cucumbers and
corals) have no legal protection for the habitats,
this loophole has been utilised by the proponents
of the controversial Sethusamudram Ship Canal
Project (SSCP).

In addition to being unable
to adequately protect marine
species themselves, MPAs
as envisaged and operated
through the WLPA, fail on
another count. Since the
focus remains on protecting
the habitats within boundaries, the law is simply unresponsive to development
threats that originate outside
the boundaries of the MPAs.

The Sethusamudram project proposed to create a
167 km long shipping canal passing through the
Gulf of Mannar, the Palk Strait and the Palk Bay
between India and Sri Lanka. It involves dredging
a 89 kilometre stretch for a width of 300 metres
and a depth of 12 metres to accommodate ships
less than 30,000 DWT having a draft of 10m. A

The motorised fishing sector in Gopalpur in southern Odisha.
large percentage of this cargo was projected to be
petroleum oil and lubricants. Despite the detailed
and informed criticisms leveled against it, this
project has overcome the challenges, ridden roughshod over the environment impact assessment
notification and obtained environmental clearance. Dredging activity commenced in 2006 without even obtaining the views of the Chief Wildlife
Warden for environmental clearance. Park managers of the forest department remained mute spectators not just to the destruction of seagrass beds
and coral reefs within the MPA caused by dredging
activities but to the loss of flora and fauna all along
the canal and outside the MPA as well.
Similarly, the authorities in charge of the Gahirmatha Marine Wildlife Sanctuary in Orissa
have been unable to halt the construction of the
Dhamra port, just ten kilometres north of the
MPA. Similarly, the Gulf of Kutch Marine National
Park in Gujarat is located in the middle of an
active shipping route and its fragile islands have
been subjected to several oil spills and industrial
activity in the Gulf. Our green and brown laws

have only exacerbated marine conservation blues.
It has been argued earlier that marine wildlife
rules, planned through fisheries laws would have
more traction with fishing communities, rather
than the rigid WLPA, since they have essentially
been resource-allocation laws. This view holds
that marine conservation could meet with far
more success if effected through means that promote social justice rather than those privileging a
single endangered species.
Outlier environmentalism
While these arguments may help us steer conservation philosophies and modify policy, we must
resist the temptation to replace one totem with
another and instead engage with the dynamic
perspectives that drive resource use and foster
compliance. Although fishery laws approach
conservation from a resource use and management standpoint, thereby possessing the potential
to integrate both conservation and development,
the implementation of fisheries laws themselves
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and a noticeable systemic breakdown within the
fishing communities make conformity to rules difficult. Only where fishing communities are better
organised and the level of awareness and political
representation greater have these communities
been able to enforce some form of rules (traditional or official).

Gill net fishers near the Rushikulya rookery.
leaves much to be desired. The record of noncompliance and non-implementation by empowered officials is almost as old as these laws
themselves. Importantly, while the approach of
inclusion is commendable in fisheries laws as far
as resource extraction is concerned, few efforts
have been made to make legal spaces for fishing communities to actively participate in their
implementation. Nevertheless, however hard it is
to distinguish the baby from the bathwater, conservationists (utilitarian or otherwise) must pay
equal attention to reforming fisheries management laws as they do its terrestrial counterparts.
The challenges of managing fisheries is not uncomplicated by any means. Traditional management systems based on restricting activities work
well only where fishing communities are an integral part of the monitoring and enforcing mechanisms. The idea of intense resource-use was not
organic to traditional fisher communities. There
is an active effort to promote such a perspective
from the hinterland (significantly through technology upgradation schemes of the state). These
rapid technological advancements in fisheries

It is in the ordinary everyday life of fishers and
in the political strategies of their leaders that
one finds the outlines of a new kind of environmentalism which is fluid and defies water-tight
categorisations. This ethic suggests that it is futile
to remain wholly preservationist or utilitarian, or
entirely biocentric or anthropocentric. This appears to be much more than an environmentalism
of the poor. It is an ethic that has drawn in a range
of actors, negotiating identity, caste, class and
ideology. As new entrants to an old arena, lovers
of turtles, dolphins, sharks and other marine
creatures must give credence to these environmentalisms that these spaces nurture. Crossing
over ideological, disciplinary and pedagogical
boundaries is necessary if nature is not to become
the outlier.
Further reading:
Gray NJ. 2010. Sea change: Exploring the international effort to promote marine protected areas.
Conservation and Society Vol.8(4) pp 331-338.
Rajagopalan R. 2008. Marine Protected Areas in
India. Samudra Monograph. International Collective in Support of Fishworkers, Chennai.
Sridhar A and K Shanker. 2007. Lessons from
marine paradigms. Seminar No. 577 (2007) pp 63
– 68.
Aarthi Sridhar is a Doctoral candidate, Centre
for Studies in Science Policy, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi and Trustee, Dakshin
Foundation, aarthi77@gmail.com.

Photographs: Aarthi Sridhar
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Marine wilderness or
peopled seas?
Exploring the human dimensions of large marine protected areas
Introduction
In 2006, US President George W Bush proclaimed
the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Marine National Monument (renamed Papahānaumokuākea
in 2007). Covering 362,073 km2, this was the
world’s largest marine protected area (MPA). In
2008, Kiribati legally designated the Phoenix Islands Protected Area, a 408,250 km2 marine park
in the Pacific Ocean—again, the world’s largest.
Most recently, in March 2015, the UK government
declared its intention to create a 834,000 km2
marine reserve around the Pitcairn Islands in the
Pacific—which would make it the world’s largest
MPA yet.
Over the past ten years, a series of very large
marine protected areas (> 100,000 km2) have
been declared around the world, many of them the
‘world’s largest’, at least for a brief period. There
are currently 21 large MPAs, with several more
under development. What motivates this ‘race’ to
establish more, ever-larger MPAs? There are several conventional answers to this question. First,
MPAs are widely agreed to be an effective conservation tool. An MPA is any clearly defined marine
space that is managed for conservation purposes.
MPAs include: marine reserves or ‘no-take’ areas,
where no extractive resource use is permitted;
zoned MPAs, where different types of use are permitted in different areas; and multiple-use MPAs,
where extractive resource use is permitted but
managed throughout the MPA. No-take areas in
particular are known to have significant benefits
for both biodiversity conservation and fisheries
management, and many large MPAs are no-take
(e.g. Papahānaumokuākea, where only non-commercial uses by native Hawaiians are permitted,
and the Phoenix Islands Protected Area, which
was closed to all commercial fishing at the end of

2014). Second, there is pressure to reach international marine conservation targets. As of 2014,
3.4% of the world’s oceans have been enclosed
in MPAs. The Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity have a goal of protecting 10% of
coastal and marine areas by 2020, while the IUCN
declared a more ambitious target of 30% of the
world’s oceans as no-take at the 6th World Parks
Congress in 2014. Third, there is undoubtedly a
need to ‘scale up’ conservation in response to the
current oceans crisis – a crisis that includes declining fish stocks, marine biodiversity loss, ocean
acidification, and loss of habitats (e.g. coral reefs),
among other challenges. However, there are many
additional political, economic, and social factors
that must be considered if this movement to ‘scale
up’ marine conservation is to be understood.
For some observers, large MPAs are an obvious
and appropriate tool for helping to address the
oceans crisis. They are responsible for much of the
recent increase in global MPA coverage, playing a
critical role in moving toward conservation targets.
They protect open ocean and deep sea habitats,
migratory species, and can encompass entire ecosystems. Because they are often located in remote
areas, far from human population centers, they
are sometimes perceived as politically easier and
less expensive to establish
than coastal MPAs. In
short, each new announcement of
a large MPA is
heralded as a
conservation
victory. Is
this declaration of victory premature?

feature Noella Gray, Rebecca Gruby, Lisa Campbell, Leslie Acton
If these very large MPAs are to be successful in the
long term, then we suggest there is a need to better
understand their human dimensions. Experience
with smaller, coastal MPAs has demonstrated that
failing to account for human interests and impacts
can undermine conservation goals. Coastal areas
have diverse and easily recognised human uses
(e.g. fisheries, tourism) and values (e.g. economic,
cultural), which have been well documented. In
contrast, there has been a tendency to conceptualise large MPAs as marine wilderness, where
humans and their interests are absent. This is a
false and dangerous idea—we must think of all
oceans as peopled seascapes and all conservation
projects as human projects. Human dimensions of
large MPAs may be different and less visible, but
are no less important to consider than for coastal
MPAs. For example, uninhabited islands in the
Marianas Trench Marine National Monument, a
large MPA in the Pacific, have important cultural
value for indigenous residents of Guam and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Islands.
Unfortunately, the human dimensions of large
MPAs are poorly understood. If large MPAs are to
deliver their intended conservation benefits, then
there is a need for research on their human dimensions – governance, politics, and social and economic outcomes.

Prabha Mallya

Governance
Governance is more than government, encompassing all stakeholders and processes that contribute to decision-making and outcomes for a given
system. MPA governance is complex, incorporating inter-related social and ecological systems.
Research on coastal and inshore MPAs has demonstrated
that effective MPAs must
have clear resource use
rules, monitoring
and enforcement
systems, conflict resolution mechanisms, and
decisionmaking
arrangements. More
generally,

In contrast, there has been
a tendency to conceptualise
large MPAs as marine wilderness, where humans and their
interests are absent.
This is a false and
dangerous idea—
we must think
of all oceans
as peopled seascapes and all
conservation projects as human projects.
participatory decision-making arrangements are
seen as critical. The question is whether and how
existing insights about MPA governance can be
‘scaled up’ for LMPAs.
First, there is concern about how such large areas
can be effectively monitored and their rules enforced. In coastal areas, resource users often play
a key role in monitoring and enforcement. This
is neither feasible nor relevant for offshore areas,
where resources and their users are different (e.g.
industrial tuna fisheries vs small-scale fisheries). ‘Technological fixes’ are being increasingly
promoted for large MPAs, with many civil society
groups cooperating in the development and promotion of technical tools of surveillance (e.g. using
satellites for monitoring). Whether such tools can
be effectively connected to enforcement mechanisms, and how they will be viewed (and supported
or opposed) by resource users, remains to be seen.
Second, many large MPAs have been established
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through top-down political processes, in a manner
that has been found to be ineffective and conflict
inducing in coastal MPAs. With similar conflicts
emerging in some large MPAs, the danger of ignoring human interests for large MPAs is apparent.
However, participatory and consultative processes
are difficult for very large, remote areas with
widely dispersed stakeholders – who should be
included and how?
Third, large MPAs have the potential to affect
(and be affected by) other national and international policies and agreements in a way that coastal MPAs do not. These institutional interactions
must be considered. For example, a proposed
large MPA in Palau would ban fishing in 80% of
the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and prohibit
purse seine fishing throughout the entire EEZ.
Such policies would have impacts on industrial
tuna fishing, with the potential to shift fishing effort elsewhere (to other countries) and to interact
with regional fishing agreements. The manner in
which governance of large MPAs intersects with
international trade and resource agreements must
be considered.

conservation targets, other geopolitical processes
are also important to consider. For example, small
island states that declare large MPAs make themselves more visible and relevant on a global stage,
often attracting conservation funding and reinforcing their sovereignty. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and philanthropic foundations,
which are promoting and supporting these large
MPAs (including research, consultation processes,
financing, and enforcement), are asserting their
interests and visions through these projects. In
some cases, indigenous communities are using
large MPAs to assert their claims and challenge
state sovereignty, while in other cases large MPAs
serve to reinforce colonial relations. For example,
the British Indian Ocean Territory Marine Protected Area, established around the Chagos Islands by
the UK government in 2010, has been criticized for
undermining the claims and rights of the already
displaced Chagos people. A recent decision by the
United Nations permanent court of arbitration
ruled that the UK acted illegally in establishing the
reserve. If large MPAs are established without attention to the rights and interests of all stakeholders, they risk exacerbating conflict and building
resentment rather than support for conservation.

Politics
Large MPAs are declared by governments, and are
therefore a function of formal politics. However,
they are also embroiled in informal politics – the
power-laden interactions of all actors involved in
the governance system. Coastal and inshore MPAs
are often a source of conflict, as diverse actors
seek to protect and advance their interests (e.g.
maintain fishing access vs. limit
extractive use). While
political interests,
motivations, and
processes may differ for large MPAs,
they will likely be
just as significant
for conservation
outcomes.
While the increase
in large MPAs can be
partially understood
as a response to global
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Coastal and inshore MPAs are
often a source of conflict, as
diverse actors seek to protect
and advance their interests
(e.g. maintain fishing access
vs. limit extractive use). While
political interests, motivations, and processes may differ for large MPAs, they will
likely be just as significant for
conservation outcomes.

Outcomes
Outcomes include all impacts – social,
economic,
political, cultural, as well
as ecological – of large
MPAs. Coastal
and inshore
MPAs can have
both positive impacts (benefits) and negative impacts (costs). Benefits for people include
things like increased food security and revenue
from tourism, while costs include lost income from
reduced fishing, social conflict, and unequal distribution of costs and benefits among different social
groups. Because large MPAs tend to be offshore,
away from human communities, their costs and
benefits will differ. However, it is still necessary to
identify and understand these impacts (whether
current or potential impacts), in order to make
informed decisions about large MPAs.
Impacts of large MPAs may include the costs of
administration and management, changes in revenue for actual or potential industries (e.g. fishing,
seabed mining, tourism), financial arrangements
with multilateral institutions or NGOs, and the
protection or undermining of cultural values and
traditional practices. Negative impacts should be
mitigated or addressed, while clarifying positive
impacts can justify the establishment of the large
MPA and help to build support for marine conservation. It is important that projected impacts are
realistic, based on evidence and research, in order
to set realistic expectations. In the long term, unfulfilled promises are likely to undermine support
for large MPAs.

there is a timely opportunity to conduct policyrelevant social science research to inform their
advancement. While social science research cannot
prevent conflict or guarantee the fulfillment of
promises, it can contribute to the clarification of
expectations, processes, impacts, and possibilities. We must think of all ocean spaces as ‘peopled
seas.’
Suggested reading:
This article is adapted from: Gruby, Rebecca L,
Noella J Gray, Lisa M Campbell, and Leslie Acton.
Toward a social science research agenda for large
marine protected areas. Conservation Letters.
DOI: 10.1111/conl.12194.
De Santo, Elizabeth M. 2013. Missing marine
protected area (MPA) targets: How the push for
quantity over quality undermines sustainability
and social justice. Journal of Environmental Management 124:137-146.
Richmond Laurie and Dawn Kotowicz. 2015. Equity and access in marine protected areas: The history and future of ‘traditional indigenous fishing’
in the Marianas Trench Marine National Monument. Applied Geography 59: 117-124.
Noella Gray is Assistant Professor at the University of Guelph, Canada. Her research examines the politics of marine conservation and
governance, from local to global scales, grayn@
uoguelph.ca.
Rebecca Gruby is Assistant Professor in the Department of
Human Dimensions of Natural Resources at Colorado
State University.

Moving Forward – Advancing Human Dimensions Research for Large MPAs

Lisa Campbell is Professor in the Nicholas
School of the Environment, Duke University.

Decades of research on coastal and inshore MPAs
has illustrated that human dimensions must be accounted for if MPAs are to be effective. Given the
recent and ongoing development of large MPAs,

Leslie Acton is a doctoral student
at the Nicholas School of
Environment, Duke University.
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People, the ocean and marine
protected area governance
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Marine Parks or Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)
are one tool in the vast toolbox of approaches to
manage our marine environment. They can be
highly beneficial to marine ecological systems by
protecting habitat, providing refuge to threatened species and acting as scientific reference
areas. Their success in many areas of the world
in improving or maintaining marine biodiversity
has led to a global campaign to maximise the level
of MPA protection in the world oceans, including
the development of a range of ‘targets’ specifying minimal MPA coverage. These targets have
been actively pursued in Australia for the past
decade and we are one of the few jurisdictions
in the world that can claim to have achieved the
10% coverage of our oceans that the Convention
of Biological Diversity (Aichi biodiversity targets)
aspires to. Perhaps unsurprisingly though, the
Batemans Marine Park met bitter resistance which
continues to this day, and resistance has characterised much of the MPA planning in Australia.
In recent years, politicians have succumbed to (or

capitalised on) pressure from vocal lobby groups
and placed many of the most recent parks under
review, or made significant changes to their management. Are we going wrong somewhere? The
Batemans Marine Park provides some important
insights into this question.

Marine Parks or Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs) are
one tool in the vast toolbox
of approaches to manage
our marine environment.
They can be highly beneficial
to marine ecological systems
by protecting habitat, providing refuge to threatened
species and acting as scientific reference areas.

gists have attempted to corral the complexity of
marine ecological systems by segmenting our
oceans and coastlines into broad marine bioregions which are then used as a framework for MPA
planning. The Australian coast is therefore divided
into a number of marine bioregions (http://www.
environment.gov.au/node/18075), each of which
have unique combinations of geology, oceanography, climatic conditions and assemblages of
fauna and flora. These bioregions are then used as
a guide for the placement of MPAs with an overriding aim of ensuring that every bioregion is represented within a network of MPAs and that each
of these MPAs incorporates a reasonably sized
sample of all the different types of marine ecosystems found within the bioregion. Most Australian
MPAs are zoned for different types of use and
while no official targets exist, the success of an
MPA planning process is often judged by the proportion of the MPA which is ‘no take’. In the case
of the Batemans Marine Park, there seemed to be
a common understanding amongst stakeholders
that the Conservation sector and the Government
were aiming for approximately 20% of the park to
be included in no take (sanctuary) zones (the final
no take zoning level achieved was around 19%).
This figure is based on advice from marine scientists about optimal levels of protection for achieving desired biodiversity benefits.

These (often unwritten) ‘rules’ of MPA planning
have been applied in Australia for many years.
They are extremely effective means of managing biological systems in the absence of detailed
knowledge. The problem arises when this biological system of planning is applied to the incredibly
dynamic, diverse and complex social systems that
exist within the human environment.
Biological planning in a human world
The Batemans Marine Park was implemented
using the same process applied in other NSW
marine parks and commonly employed across the
country. In the same way that biologists break
down the biophysical world into manageable components based largely on habitat type, planners
have tended to segment the community into stakeholder groups along the lines of use type. This
fits nicely with the biological approach to planning because it allows planners to directly assign
specific ecological threats to a distinct group of
people, and therefore managing the threat becomes a simple matter of managing those people.
Unfortunately, this approach is problematic because it tends to assume these groups are distinct,
homogenous collections of people with similar
values, beliefs, ideas and practices. In fact, there
can be as much diversity within user groups as

Making sense of complexity - the ‘rules’ of
MPA planning
MPAs are incredibly complex tools and their overall success relies heavily on the combined successes of many individual elements of MPA planning
and management. MPAs are often established in
areas where very little is known about the marine
environment, which makes ensuring these successes even more difficult. Biological scientists
and policy makers have responded to these gaps in
information by developing a range of techniques
to make sense of the complex marine ecosystems
they seek to manage. These include quite sophisticated methods of making a best possible guess
as to what should be protected and how, including
modelling programs and detailed sea floor and
habitat mapping techniques. In Australia, biolo-
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The beautiful stretch of Australian coast south of
Batemans Bay, New South Wales is a region built
on fishing, farming and forestry. In the early to
mid-20th century, the area supported two tuna and
salmon canneries, a large number of sawmills and
a thriving dairy industry. The identity of the region
was defined by its fishermen and forestry workers, its working wharves and its rural setting. The
region has, however, undergone profound changes
over the past few decades. Australia’s first cannery,
located in Narooma, closed in the 1970s followed
by the Eden cannery in 1999. In Batemans Bay,
there remains only one operating sawmill, down
from a peak of thirteen and a suite of new national
parks have been declared. The dairy industry
has also declined in importance and the area has
become a popular retirement and holiday location
for people from urban centres such as Sydney and
Canberra, both of which are about a 2-3 hour drive
away. For some of the longer term residents of the
south coast, these changes have been traumatic
and they have been left feeling bruised and battered by the experience. For the first residents in
the area, the Indigenous traditional owners, many
of the changes they have seen, have felt profoundly
unjust. This is the context in which the Batemans
Marine Park was declared in 2005.

Fishing boats, New SouthWales, Australia
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Is knowledge the exclusive domain of
science?

there is across them. In addition, focusing on use
type alone, and labelling some as being a ‘threat’
can lead to value judgements about some users
as well as the use, thereby creating ‘good guys’
and ‘bad guys’ within a debate, and polarising the
community and mobilising lobby groups. This was
certainly the case in the Batemans Marine Park
where the animosity between fishers and the conservation sector became so intense that property
was damaged, threats were made against individuals, a conservation group was ‘infiltrated’ and an
attempted takeover staged and the local newspapers were flooded with enraged, often vicious
letters from both sides.
Segmentation based on use type alone also greatly
disadvantages smaller, disenfranchised, vulnerable or marginalised user groups. Smaller, or less
organised user groups, are less likely to have the
political or social capital to defend themselves
against a system that assumes that any users
involved in extractive use are a threat, and any
that are not are benign. The Batemans Marine
Park is seen as a huge success amongst conservation groups and some recreational fishers, while at
the same time it is viewed as a disaster for Indigenous cultural fishers and small scale commercial
fishers. The debate over MPA management in this
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park was clearly dominated by the conservation
sector and recreational fishers and both groups
walked away with big wins at the expense of these
smaller groups. Do the benefits as perceived by
some in the community outweigh the negatives for
others? Who should have the power to make this
determination? And what wider impacts are felt
within the community when these small, yet important sectors take the brunt of the impacts? The
Batemans Marine Park example raised concerns
about wider social costs including the ability to
access local seafood, depression, marriage breakdowns, suicide and declines in mental and physical health amongst sections of the commercial
fishing and Indigenous communities.
An alternative approach to sector based planning
is to think about segmentation that also includes
consideration of values, beliefs and attitudes
rather than use type alone. Preliminary work in
this area highlights a surprising number of shared
values across use types and has provided some
key insights into where differences occur that do
not always neatly correlate with use types. More
importantly however, it points to clear commonalities that can be used as the basis of consensus
building and empathy. An understanding of the
different value systems that operate within the
community can help to break down misunderstandings and stereotypes across different sectors,
ensure representation of a greater diversity of
voices in MPA negotiations and begin to challenge
the value judgements of sectoral interest groups
based solely on their type of use.

Some of the most significant objections to the
Batemans Marine Park were rooted in the way it
elevated scientific knowledge as the superior or
primary knowledge source. Locally based traditional and cultural ecological knowledge were
regarded as secondary or lower order sources
and were turned to only when there were gaps in
the scientific knowledge or insufficient resources
to adequately apply a science based approach to
knowledge generation. This was personally offensive to many of the stakeholders I interviewed in
this area who considered themselves authoritative
voices in relation to their local marine environment and fisheries. Local Ecological Knowledge
(LEK) and Traditional Ecological Knowledge
(TEK) are a more ‘messy’ form of knowledge
generation and application in that they involve
the vagaries of human memory, the willingness of
the knowledge holders to share information and,
of course, the anathema to scientists - ‘subjectivity’. Yet embracing this complexity can have many
benefits not just in providing highly localised,
fine scale data on environmental conditions and
environmental change over time, but it can also
build relationships of mutual respect, enable community members to feel engaged and valued in
the process of MPA planning and build a sense of
community ownership in the management systems
that are developed. It can also facilitate direct engagement of community members in making the
trade-off decisions that are an inevitable feature
of MPA planning.
It’s all the media/politicians fault
My interviews with stakeholders in the Batemans
Marine Park uncovered a tendency to blame the
political process and/or the media for many of
the problems associated with its planning. Unfortunately, MPA planning is inherently a political
process. As much as we may wish for politics to be
left out of MPA planning, it is unrealistic to expect
it ever will. Instead we need to think carefully
about how we can work within the political system
to ensure equitable and effective management
responses. The political will to establish an MPA
is an extremely influential determinant of whether

an MPA goes ahead, in what form and whether it
is successful in the long term. This political will
is extremely susceptible to the influence of well
organised, vocal lobby groups and, of course, the
media. As was seen in the Batemans Marine Park,
the media can exacerbate existing tensions by its
preference for stories which focus on conflict and
drama. Media coverage is often simplistic, sensationalist and thrives on controversy and conflict.
Lobby groups are increasingly using social media
to influence politicians, calling on members of the
public to ‘save’ sections of the ocean from fishing
or from ‘lock out’ by the click of a button.
Embracing the complexity of politics and its
uneasy bedfellow, the media, involves allowing
democratic processes into MPA planning rather
than attempting to circumvent it. This involves
embracing the incorporation of ‘bottom up’ participative planning right from the outset. This is
particularly important in the earliest stage of MPA
planning – the setting of the MPA objectives.

Local Ecological Knowledge
(LEK) and Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK)
are a more ‘messy’ form of
knowledge generation and
application in that they involve the vagaries of human
memory, the willingness of
the knowledge holders to
share information and, of
course, the anathema to scientists - ‘subjectivity’.
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Different groups within the community will have
different ideas of the values they wish to see
protected in their area and how that should be
achieved. The community should therefore get
a say in what they feel the objectives of marine
and coastal management practices should be and
whether an MPA is the best tool to achieve that.
Involving the community in setting local objectives means that the planning process begins with
a common understanding of what it is trying to
achieve. Once some level of consensus is reached
on MPA objectives, they can provide a framework
to guide the trade off decisions.

“Sometimes it happens”:
How wildlife is thriving
amongst India’s booming
population

Embracing complexity
We can not rely on MPAs alone as a technical fix
for the incredibly complex problem of marine
conservation management. However, if carefully
implemented and managed, they can be an important tool. It is folly, however, to believe that
MPAs can be implemented using formulaic planning processes that follow a roadmap designed
by scientists and policy makers alone. Targets for
global MPA coverage of our oceans and formulas
on how much of an MPA should be no-take may
make the process of planning a little easier from
a purely scientific point of view but, in reality, the
complexity of the human environment suggests
we are setting ourselves up for failure if we adhere
to these numbers too tightly. Instead, we need to
acknowledge there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach
to MPA planning and management and that, in
some cases, an MPA may not even be the most
appropriate response, at least in the short term.
Instead, we can look to the complexity within the
human environment to teach us lessons on how
we can do things better, in a way that celebrates
the diversity of the human condition just as we
celebrate the diversity of marine life.

The concept of ‘wilderness’ as a place devoid of
humans is a dominant theme in conservation. As
an ecologist based in Australia, one of the least
populated countries, but one that has experienced the highest mammalian extinction rate, I
am amazed with India’s rich biodiversity. With a
population of over 1.2 billion, projected to surpass
China by 2028, in India, humanity is everywhere.
Yet it is here where the only population of Asiatic lions persist, where tigers are making a bold
comeback and sloth bears are relatively common.
Only in India can one say “lions and tiger and
bears – oh my!” and mean it.

Michelle Voyer is a researcher at the University
of Technology, Sydney working on the social and
economic contribution of wild caught commercial
fisheries to NSW coastal communities, Michelle.
Voyer@uts.edu.au.

Contemplating this contrast on my visit to India, I
find the beginning of an answer at the Dattatreya

Kadambari Devarajan

Again, the Batemans Marine Park provides an
important lesson. A marine park in this area was
always going to be very, very hard. The area was
already struggling on the back of so much social
change and had a heightened sensitivity to any
outside interventions that might impact its declining primary production capabilities. Despite these
sensitivities, the Government of the day supported
by the conservation sector, pushed ahead with its
plan using the same techniques and ‘rules’ that it
had applied elsewhere in quite different settings.
There was little or no explanation as to why the
marine park was considered necessary, other than
that it formed part of the Government’s commitments under the Convention of Biological Diversity. One of the inherent dangers of focusing on
MPAs as an end rather than a means is that the
community is left baffled as to what the MPA was
meant to achieve. In the Batemans example, the
park was planned and is now managed to maximise biodiversity conservation but all the public
messages were about improvements in fishing opportunities. So the entire process degenerated into
a debate about whether no take zones do result
in improvements to fishing, with lobby groups,
scientists and politicians lining up on both sides.
Locals provided alternative suggestions on how to
improve fishing opportunities which were largely
ignored (because the park was never intended as a
fisheries management tool) further undermining
an already fraught relationship between Government and the community.

Jackal are cared for in Banni, Gujarat
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temple at Kalo Dungar, Gujarat. Legend tells of
a holy man that fed wild jackals. When drought
came and he had no more food to offer, he gave
his own body to the starving jackals. The temple
honours his selflessness and compassion, by
feeding jackals, and any other animal that comes,
twice each day with sweetened rice.
Throughout the diverse and rich cultural tapestry
of Indian society, runs a thread that binds humans
with the rest of earth’s creatures.
This thread is evident in India’s cities and villages
that contain much more than the human species.
It runs through ‘Ahimsa’, a core value of Hindus
and Buddhists, which extends non-violence to all
creatures. It weaves through India’s street dogs
found napping in every alley and the people that
care for them. The thread binds humans and livestock in Gujarat’s Maldharis, nomadic pastoralists
that know their cows and buffalos by name, and
care for them when they are too old to provide
milk. The thread is revealed in simple everyday
interactions, such as a truck driver who waits
patiently for a cheeky macaque to drop the keys he
stole from his vehicle.
When I ask with incredulity about the inevitable
conflicts that are bound to emerge in such a dense
and multi-species landscape, the thread becomes
particularly evident. Time and again I encounter the same acquiescent answer: “sometimes it
happens”. “Sometimes… tigers eat people, gaur
stampede through villages, bears maul people,
elephants chase people, nilgai consume crops,
wolves hunt sheep, leopards hunt dogs and chase
them into people’s homes”.
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A macaque steals a driver’s keys, taking it up a tree to
play with for a while, Bangalore.

A testament of coexistence is after all the ability to
accept that those we share our space with, can at
times cause us harm, and value them nonetheless.
Freelance BBC documentary maker Kalyan
Varma, has been accompanying the Dhangar
herders on their migration. He tells me that these
nomadic pastoralists can be exceptionally tolerant of predators, even though they do kill their
sheep. “One day, as I was sitting with the herders,
a wolf snuck into the pen and ran off with one of
their sheep,” he tells. Instead of setting off to kill
the wolf, the herder just shrugged and said, “Well,
they have to eat too”. The Dhangar herders even
appreciate the wolves because they are “good for
the sheep by helping keep them on the move and
ensuring the land is not overgrazed”.

Time and again I encounter the same acquiescent
answer: “sometimes it happens”. “Sometimes… tigers
eat people, gaur stampede
through villages, bears maul
people, elephants chase people, nilgai consume crops,
wolves hunt sheep, leopards
hunt dogs and chase them
into people’s homes”.

Kalyan Varma

Arian D Wallach

cratic system in India can be sluggish. “They
waited and waited and the leopard kept killing
their goats,” he continued, “so eventually they got
fed up and built a trap”.

While at times difficult and perplexing, India demonstrates commitment to peaceful
coexistence with large predators.

time, the villagers grew worried that the trapped
leopard would be getting hungry. “They wouldn’t
kill a goat, so instead they got together and cooked
up a large meal of rotis, and other traditional vegetarian dishes, but the carnivore would have none
of it,” Virmani laughs. “When finally after days
of debate the forestry official arrived to relocate
the leopard, he was shocked to find the large cat
hungrily eating rotis”.

The trap was successful, and with the leopard secured in the cage they contacted the forest department once again. But the authorities exclaimed
that they had no permit to trap a leopard, hence
ensuing a long bureaucratic mess. In the mean-

Kalyan Varma

Stories and laughter are exchanged around the
table, as I ask my hosts about the extraordinary
ways humans and wildlife live together in India.
Sandeep Virmani, founder secretary of Sahjeevan,
a community development organisation in Gujarat, tells us of a leopard that was hunting goats
belonging to a Jain community. The Jain religion
follows strict measures to maintain non-violence,
making most Western vegans look heartless in
comparison.
“They asked the forest department to catch and
relocate the leopard,” Virmani tells. Translocating
a wild animal requires a permit, and the bureau-

Sometimes, however, violence to animals happens
too. Even this can be met with a degree of tolerance. Abi Vanak, fellow of the Ashoka Trust for
Research in Ecology and the Environment, studies carnivores in human-dominated landscapes.
He was assisting a team that had gone to rescue a
leopard trapped in a sugarcane field. The leopard
had attacked some villagers who had gone to chase
it away, and an irate mob had formed. Before the
relocation team could carry out their task, the mob
took matters in to their own hands. “There was
nothing we could do,” Dr Vanak explains sadly,
“they were intent on killing the leopard and no
one was going to stop them”. With sticks and axes
“they killed the leopard right in front of our eyes”.

By letting things boil over,
a measure of “coexistence
was re-established”. Such a
momentary and brutal eruption of violence, may act
as a catharsis by allowing
people to move on with their
lives, content that predators
that have “misbehaved” have
been dealt with and order
has been restored.

Wolf running off with a sheep under the cover of darkness.
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Years after the event, Dr Vanak still contemplates
what should have been done with the killers. “We
could have dragged them before the court, sent
them to jail, but then what?” he asks. “Had we
done that, the leopard would have truly become the
enemy”. By letting things boil over, a measure of
“coexistence was re-established”. Such a momentary
and brutal eruption of violence, may act as a catharsis by allowing people to move on with their lives,
content that predators that have “misbehaved” have
been dealt with and order has been restored.
Killing animals is certainly not taken lightly in
India. Farmers who have lost their crops to wild
animals may still be reluctant to retaliate with
lethal force, even when it is legal to do so. Some
states allow wild herbivores, such as nilgai, to be
killed when they raid crops. However, deep-rooted
cultural values limit the number of farmers who
opt for this course of action. In a country where
many venerate cows, it can be particularly hard to
contemplate killing an antelope whose name (nilgai) literally means ‘blue cow’. Some have resorted
to changing its name.

drive only through parts of the park, in the company of a guide, and are mostly prohibited from
stepping out of the vehicle. The local villagers that
lived inside the park’s boundary were evicted several years ago, to make way for “nature”.

Farmers who have lost their
crops to wild animals may
still be reluctant to retaliate with lethal force, even
when it is legal to do so.
Some states allow wild herbivores, such as nilgai, to be
killed when they raid crops.
However, deep-rooted cultural values limit the number
of farmers who opt for this
course of action.

Panna is indeed a haven for wildlife, containing an
extraordinarily high density and diversity of ungulates and other creatures. The tigers too are doing
well, and are monitored closely—very closely—by
the rangers. They have learned a harsh lesson. By
2009, Panna had lost its entire tiger population to
poachers. Raghu Chundawat, who closely studied
the tigers at the time, had alerted the authorities
to the declining population, and the evidence of
dead tigers, but to no avail. “We could see that the
tigers were disappearing,” Dr Chundawat explains.
“The official tiger counts were being inflated allowing the poachers to wipe out the entire population”. Tigers have since been reintroduced into the
park and their numbers have increased steadily.

able belief in the sacredness and inherent value
of earth’s creatures. While this is a shared value
worldwide, Western conservation tends to advocate for anthropocentric and utilitarian values, often due to a belief that empathy is a weak
motivator for conservation. Yet, India reveals that
compassion and empathy are key to preserving the
earth’s biodiversity in a human-dominated world.
Sitting on the crowded plane as it departs Mumbai,
I wonder whether the main conservation imperative of our time is not to reduce our human footprint, but instead to increase our humane footprint. As our global population of 7 billion charges
forward, we should take a leaf out of India’s book.
Acknowledgment
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Like most of India’s national parks, Panna is
small, a mere 500 km2. Thus, most of India’s wildlife must live among humans.

In some conservation-dedicated areas of India,
however, humans and wildlife are strictly separated. Areas designated as tiger reserves, in particular, delineate no-go zones for humans. In Panna
Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh, we are allowed to

Abi Tamim Vanak

The world’s only Asiatic lion population in Gujarat
is recovering, and is spilling out of the Gir Protected
Area. The population has nearly doubled in the past
two decades, with a current estimate of over 400
lions, a quarter of which live in human landscapes.
Concurrent with the recovery are increased incidents of livestock losses, and the loss of human life
as well. India, however, remains dedicated to the
protection and recovery of their dangerous wildlife.
India’s conservation record is far from perfect,
evident by the extinction of the cheetah, continuing (illegal) persecution of wolves and leopards in
many regions, severe poaching problems, and cases
of intense resentment and violence towards wildlife.
Even conditions of apparent harmonious coexistence may in some cases mask severe social repressions, marginalisation and apathy. Yet India has
some of the oldest known conservation and animal
rights laws, and proves that it is possible for high
human density to coexist with other species.
India’s success appears to stem from an unshak-
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of the UTS Centre for Compassionate Conservation, Australia. arian.wallach@cdu.edu.au.
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on bookstands Caitlin Kight

Attacking shark stereotypes
through art

The books contain art, poetry, infographics and
fiction, collectively providing information on both
the natural history and biology of each of the
titular species. Four volumes have been published
so far—Carcharhinus obscurus (dusky shark;
2013), Carcharias taurus (sand tiger shark; 2013),
Carcharhinus plumbeus (sandbar shark; 2014),
and Carcharhinus leucas (bull shark; 2014). Two
more—Mustelus canis (dusky smooth-hound) and
Squalus acanthias (spiny dogfish)—are due out
later this year.
Each of the books is approximately 50 pages long,
and much of the text is printed in fairly large font;
as a result, you could easily page through each
installment within a half-hour. However, you could
just as easily take twice that long if you sit and
admire the colorful illustrations, ponder the imagery in the poems, or pause to work out the keyword
cypher included midway through each book. You
might even take longer if the tidbits spark your curiosity and inspire you to look up further details—
perhaps to better understand intrauterine cannibalism, discussed in Carcharias taurus, or maybe
to learn the other three sharks included in the
“Fatal Four” mentioned in Carcharhinus leucas.
This kind of active engagement with the material is exactly what Dr Jaws—otherwise known as
Zachary Webb Nicholls—has in mind; in the fore-

Mr Zachary Webb Nicholls
Carcharhinus obscurus
ISBN-978-1939535108
November 2013

Carcharias taurus
ISBN-978-1939535108
November 2013

Carcharhinus plumbeus
ISBN-978-1939535610
August 2014

Carcharhinus leucas
ISBN-978-1939535634
August 2014

Deep Sea Publishing.
Peter Benchley, author of the book that inspired
the movie Jaws, was well aware that sharks have
a public relations problem. He spent many years
combatting the misconceptions that have made
shark conservation such a tricky issue—namely,
the idea that all sharks are giant, ruthless killing
machines intent on attacking every human they
encounter. This is such a pervasive image worldwide that it’s a difficult one to dislodge, though,
as Benchley himself once remarked, sharks are
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victimised by humans far more often than humans
are victimised by sharks.
The late author would no doubt have approved of
a new series of books, created by the “hybridist
author” Dr Jaws, which disabuses readers of these
sorts of inaccuracies and celebrate sharks for what
they are—beautiful and fascinating animals that
are an important part of their ecosystem and key
components of many cultures around the globe.
Photographs: Caitlin Kight

word to each volume, he encourages readers to do
additional exploring outside the pages of the book,
and promises that there is a wealth of information
available to satisfy the appetite of any budding
shark-lover.
That information isn’t included in these volumes
because they are intended to act more as an
introduction—one aimed primarily at a younger
audience. However, while Nicholls recommends
the books for secondary school pupils, they could
easily appeal to more mature readers in the same
way that Finding Nemo is pleasant for both parents and their children. Some may find the mixture of art and science unconventional and unexpected, but the aesthetic appeal of the books is
undeniable, and the author’s obvious appreciation
for the focal species is infectious.
Each volume ends with a call to “respect the seas
and all who call them home.” Readers will surely
be inclined to do so after reading Nicholls’ unique
and thoughtful books, which make it clear that
sharks are much more than merely a pair of jaws
bristling with teeth.
Caitlin Kight is an editor, writer and educator
affiliated with the University of Exeter’s Penryn
Campus, caitlin.r.kight@gmail.com, http://www.
caitlinkight.com.
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